
Unleash your Azure cloud 
potential through a free 2-week 
assessment and readiness program

Scalability, security, disaster recovery, customization - the benefits of Azure are manifold. However, most 

enterprises use Azure for only one or few of these solutions. As a result, they often fail to realize the full 

potential of Azure.

That's where a Microsoft Gold Certified  Partner and Azure Expert Managed Service Provider(MSP) like 

Mindtree can help. We help you reimagine, redefine, and redesign your digital transformation journey 

with Azure through a focused and free 2-week Azure Cloud Assessment and Readiness program.  

When the cloud is Azure, the sky is the limit!



We understand that every customer is different, that their need for cloud is different, and that there 

is no one-fits-all solution. Hence, we listen to you and then tailor the solution per your needs in a 

two-phase manner.

Through this assessment and readiness and program we can help you:

1. Evaluate your Azure readiness. How do you know if your on-prem servers and applications are 
ready to be moved to the Azure cloud? We can help you assess your IT environment and with a 
host of customized reports, including Azure readiness report, Azure adoption dashboard report, 
App/Service, and environment-wise inventory grouping report, consolidated high-level business 
service report with criticality and complexity matrix, and Azure portal-based dependency for more 
in-depth assessment.

2. Develop an Azure plan that's the right fit for your industry. Our deep domain expertise across 
multiple domains like banking, retail, manufacturing, communication, technology, and healthcare 
enables us to understand that every cloud is different. In this assessment, we can help you to 
tailor your Azure plan at every stage of your cloud transformation journey – from cloud advisory 
to cloud-build, to cloud migration 

3. Build the Azure blueprint. The Azure journey blueprint is unique to you. As part of the 
assessment, we listen to your needs, discuss with you and then create a roadmap to migrate your 
infrastructure and applications to the Azure cloud.

4. Find the right mix of tech for Azure. We leverage the latest native tools, technologies, and 
accelerators like Compass, MVC, Atlas, etc., to help you further maximize your Azure ecosystem.

5. Estimate costs and calculate ROIs. How can Azure help you optimize your OpEx? We can help 
you discover that through our customized Azure monthly cost estimates of discovered inventory 
and quantifiable assessment of the ROI/TCO for cloud adoption.

5 reasons to sign up for Mindtree's 2-week Azure Cloud 
Assessment and Readiness program

How do we plan to run the Azure Cloud Assessment and Readiness 
program?



2 Weeks Free Assessment and Readiness Activities 

Interested?    
Please connect with us at microsoft.team@mindtree.com. We would love to get in touch with you.

About Mindtree
Mindtree [NSE: MINDTREE] is a global technology consulting and IT services company that enables enterprises across industries to drive superior 
competitive advantage, customer experiences and business outcomes by harnessing digital and cloud technologies. A digital transformation partner 
to more than 275 of the world’s most pioneering enterprises, Mindtree brings extensive domain, technology and consulting expertise to help 
reimagine business models, accelerate innovation and maximize growth. As a socially and environmentally responsible business, Mindtree is focused 
on growth as well as sustainability in building long-term stakeholder value. Powered by more than 35,000 talented and entrepreneurial 
professionals across 24 countries, Mindtree ― a Larsen & Toubro Group company ― is consistently recognized among the best places to work.

www.mindtree.com

Data Gathering Phase

Week 1

Data Analysis

Week 2

Discovery and Assessment

1. Project Kickoff

2. Appliance Setup by Customer

3. Agentless Discovery of Servers

4. Rolling of Cloud Adoption Readiness 

Benchmarking questionnaire

5. Configure as-is on-premises discovery 

assessment 

6. Application Business information 

gathering through stakeholders

1. Sessions with stakeholders/App Owners for 
validation  of Business information (two 
session of an hour each)

2. Service/App and Environment wise 
inventory groupings

3. Evaluate Application Azure Readiness

4. Analyze, consolidate and derive Cloud 
Adoption Readiness Benchmarks

5. Analyze and Derive Azure Monthly Cost 
Estimates

6. Derive Business Services Criticality vs. 
Complexity Matrix

7. Prepare consolidated Business Services 
information


